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Unflinchingly, Unabashedly Pro-Obama 

This website is unflinchingly, unabashedly pro-Obama. 

That doesn’t mean I don’t regret President Obama’s errors, like 
using the words “kick ass” in relation to BP. (If he did use those 
words. I’m relying on a press account and haven’t heard the words 
myself.) “Kick ass” alienated a lot of Britons whose pensions are in 
BP. Not a wise selection of words. 

But we all make mistakes. Heavens, I’ve made several today and 
the day is still young. 

However, in my view, Barack Obama is a good man, with a good heart and good 
intentions. George Washington was a good man. Abraham Lincoln was a good man. 
Both made mistakes. In the same way, I see Barack Obama as a good man. 

He has the intelligence for the job, the courage, and all the other pre-requisites. I think he 
is being unfairly bashed by the press, the New World Order, fundamentalists, and other 
critics on the left and right. 

However, don’t tell President Obama that I unflinchingly and unabashedly support him. 
Because then you’d have to ask where I get my information from. I get my information 
from channelled messages emanating from spirit and galactic beings. Nothing that Bill 
Nye, the Science Guy and Larry King Live would validate. President Obama might be 
embarrassed by my support. 

No matter. If I listened to embodied terrestrials, like Alex Jones, Chris Story, Sorcha 
Faal, and others who claim to represent truth and goodness, I’d be in far worse shape. 
I’d be repeating what I think are baseless stories, following what Alfred Webre calls a 
“meme.” 

The dictionary defines a “meme” as “a catchphrase or concept that spreads quickly from 
person to person, much like an esoteric inside joke.” Martin Heidegger would have called 
it an “always-already listening.” Werner Erhard would say it resides in the “background of 
obviousness.” 

In past years we would have called it a “party line” or “the buzz.” 

The buzz on Obama is that he is incompetent, gutless, in bed with the New World Order. 

I don’t believe that for a moment. 

Everything I’ve heard from President Obama has been exemplary, courageous, far-
sighted. He has taken on the work of turning America around, freeing it from the clutches 

http://cdn.the2012scenario.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/07/obama-5.jpg
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of the secret government, the military-industrial complex, a task that got John F. 
Kennedy killed – by that same military-industrial complex, not by a lone gunman, Lee 
Harvey Oswald. 

When President Obama revealed himself as no friend of predatory capitalism or the 
military-industrial complex, the cabal turned on him and used its control of the 
mainstream media to spread stories about him that started the current “meme.” 

The New World Order controls the mainstream media at the present time.  Admittedly 
there are some voices of sanity among them, like Keith Olbermann, Rachel Maddow, 
and Anderson Cooper. But I think we’ll find one day that the NWO owners of the press 
have mandated an anti-Obama meme, which critics on the right and left have taken up. 

My life is a creation. I get to create what I want. And one of the things I’m creating is 
support for President Obama. I see him as the political leader who will lead us into the 
New Age fast approaching. I see him as a world leader, and not just America’s 
President. 

I don’t hold him responsible for all the New World Order has done to date. He has not 
inherited President Bush’s mess. He is attempting to clean it up. He has not inherited 
President Bush’s war. He is attempting to end it. Both of these tasks have to handled 
carefully because, believe it or not, there are a lot of corrupted, bad people out there who 
mean to see that these situations continue. 

President Obama has few allies right now, not as many as he had before the meme got 
started, and danger lurks for him and for people who work with him. So he cannot be 
expected to turn the situation around in a short space of time and he may meet reverses, 
all of which will be blamed on him. 

But I intend to be loyal to him, not because it is written on the wall by the Moving Hand, 
but because I choose to. My life is my creation and I choose to give my support to 
Barack Obama. 

If you send me multiple anti-Obama comments, you’ll end up in my spam filter. This is 
not the site for the anti-Obama meme. 

I intend to create a counter-meme. The buzz I intend to create is that President Obama 
is a good man, the right man for the job, the right man at the right time in the right place. 

I intend to create a context that encourages the essential goodness I see in Barack 
Obama. Rather than sapping his energy, I intend to give him some. 
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Why Do I Support President Barack 
Obama? – Part 1/2 

People have asked me: Am I unaware of who Barack 
Obama is? Did I include his picture in a recent article on 
peaceworkers because I was expressing the hope that 
Obama would come around? 

Yes, I’m perfectly aware of who Obama is and, no, I don’t 
need to expect that he will come around because, in my 
view, he has never left the cause of global peace, unity 
and harmony. 

But you should know that I rely on sources that most of 
the mainstream do not. I accept the channeled testimony 
of reliable sources from among galactic and spirit 
teachers. It’s alright that you may not, but I do. 

They see farther than terrestrial and incarnate sources. They are able to draw on 
capabilities, consult records, and use technology that are not available to us. And they, 
knowing who Barack Obama is in a way that we could never do, uniformly support and 
praise Barack Obama. 

So that you can know what they say about the man, here is a review of their messages 
to us about Barack Obama. 

First let’s begin with the meme or catchphrases that certain people use when speaking 
about President Obama. One website ostensibly put out by lightworkers who oppose the 
New World Order states that Obama “has stolen your shovel, taxed your asses, … and 
mortgaged the promised land.” (1) Ben Fulford, in his interview with David Wilcock, 
places Barack Obama in cahoots with Zbigniew Brzezinski and George Soros. (2) 
Wilcock himself reveals that: 

“Every person I know who is on the inside, still in black-ops, reveals that there is 
great hatred of Obama within their ranks because he is NOT working on their 
side.” (3) 

What do spiritual and galactic commentators say about the President? Is he Golden-Age 
hero or New World Order villain? In order to give the full story to President Obama’s 
critics and supporters, I’m going to cite what they say at some length and in the simplest 
fashion (chronologically). I intend this article to be consulted and used by others and thus 
to form a repository of information on the spiritual stature and destiny of the President. 
Let’s start with the views of spirit teacher Matthew Ward. 

http://the2012scenario.com/2011/02/barack-obama-hero-or-villain-2-2/obama-55/
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Matthew Ward 

Matthew Ward is a highly-evolved individual who speaks on behalf of Earth’s spiritual 
hierarchy. Ashtar, commander of the Galactic Federation’s fleet, once informed the 
author: “I want to tell you why you can trust the information we transmit to Suzy Ward 
[Mattherw Ward's mother and channel]. We know Matthew—all highly evolved beings in 
the universe know this soul—and his soul and his mother’s vibrate at the same high 
frequency, where only truth is passed between beings wherever they are, and she is 
known by us as a uniquely clear receiver.” (4) I accept Cdr. Ashtar’s evaluation. 

Matthew made his first comment about Barack Obama on July 4, 2008, during the 
election campaign. He called the momentum of Obama’s political campaign 
“unstoppable” and reassured his supporters about some of the candidate’s recent 
decisions. 

“We see presidential nominee Barack Obama’s supporters’ uneasiness about his 
recent statements and decisions that are disappointing and seem to contradict his 
previous stance. Because the next US president issue is of international interest 
and his momentum toward office is unstoppable, we hasten to assure that he is 
doing only what he must to ostensibly align himself with the expectations of the 
Illuminati. 

“Although their power base is in tatters, they still have enough punch to sway 
election results by fraudulent vote count, bribery and life threats to families of 
anyone who opposes them. So do be at peace if the ‘public’ Obama has become 
worrisome to you—it is like many other situations that are not what they appear to 
be and time will so tell. We can say this without jeopardizing his and his family’s 
physical safety—… they [are] surrounded by light warrior protectors. (5) 

His next comment came on Sept. 28, 2008, prior to the election, when he described the 
candidate’s qualities and destiny. 

“Barack Obama will accomplish his mission to bring wisdom, justness and 
integrity to the United States government, and his example of governing with 
compassion and reconciliation to unify a divided nation will resound around the 
world. He is not the only highly evolved soul who will lead Earth into the Golden 
Age—many others also came to fill influential positions, some to support Obama 
and some as leaders of other nations.” (6) 

On Oct. 28, 2008, Matthew described Barack Obama’s origins and predicted that he 
would be a factor in welcoming our galactic family to Earth when disclosure happens, as 
we expect within the next few months. 

“I believe all the other questions can be answered thusly: The combination of 
Obama’s innate wisdom and leadership experience from lifetimes in spiritually and 
intellectually evolved civilizations and the light that increasingly is raising 
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consciousness of Earth humankind will heal the divisiveness evident in the current 
ferocity of political haranguing; the new administration will welcome the assistance 
of your space brothers and sisters when they can offer it overtly, and it will be in 
whatever form is needed, from new technologies to educational aids for students 
and mass media to new construction methods and materials. I hasten to add that 
the same extraterrestrial assistance will be offered worldwide.” (7) 

After the election, on Nov. 21, 2008, Matthew described what the view of Obama’s 
victory was like from the spirit side of life. 

“Although photographs and stories have shown worldwide elation about the 
United States president-elect, those can only begin to indicate what we saw. If 
you can imagine Earth revolving from shimmering golden light into blinding 
brilliance, you will have a faint glimpse of what we observed during the hours 
election updates traveled around the globe. 

“The radiance is the heart-to-heart connection between Barack Obama and all 
who are jubilant about his winning the election. Although the density around the 
planet has been lightening for many years, most of the populace do not yet 
remember what their souls know, the universal law of ‘like attracts like’ and the 
heart is the seat of the soul. Those who sense Obama’s light do so because they 
are energetically aligned with his soul’s make-up, and this connection rises into 
consciousness not only as joy, but a strong feeling that Obama’s win is a victory 
for all peoples and for Earth herself. It IS, and that is why we greeted you with 
JOY TO THE WORLD!” (8) 

On that same occasion, he revealed that President-elect Obama had been chosen to by 
the people about to incarnate on Earth before they were born. 

“Regardless of celestial origin and current culture, age, skin color, religion, 
gender, ethnicity, or nation of residency, prior to birth all peoples now on the 
planet knew the soul who would incarnate as Barack Obama and joyfully agreed 
to his becoming president of the United States to lead that country and the world 
into the Golden Age. 

“All participant souls were born with that knowledge, but it was forgotten in the 
adjustment to ‘life in the flesh’ and its needs, and even more so, indoctrination by 
family, educators, religion and society. But they all knew that would happen 
because it is inherent in third density embodiment; therefore, according to the 
plan, light in ever increasing intensity has been provided by beings throughout the 
universe to merge Earth peoples’ consciousness with their soul level 
knowingness. 

“So, what is considered in your world to be a recent political event had its 
beginnings long ago in your counting of time and is far, FAR more than Obama’s 
imminent presidency! Think of the innumerable times “historic” has been used to 
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describe this, and rightly so! However, most people have no idea how truly historic 
it is—they have not yet reached their soul’s knowledge that includes what I just 
explained or what I and other sources of messages have told you through our 
receivers: This era on Earth is unique, what is happening is unprecedented in the 
universe.” (9) 

He also addressed the concerns of readers who worried that Obama was appointed 
Illuminati cabalists to his cabinet. 

“[Let me address] the expressed concerns about the individuals Obama has met 
with or appointed. Not only must he ease out of toeing the line set by those who 
thrust him into the limelight—most of them are following through with their own 
pre-birth agreements—but he has no presidential authority yet to initiate dramatic 
changes, and actions within his current range of decision-making are not cast in 
stone. 

“Replace your concerns about his safety with gratitude for the shield of protective 
Christed light surrounding him, and yes, the light in your prayers does indeed add 
to his well being. We encourage you to be patient while everything unfolds, 
knowing without any doubt whatsoever that the light is in control!” (10) 

After the joyous celebration of Barack Obama’s election and the high majesty of his 
swearing in, the Illuminati set about through its controlled press and right-wing 
neoconservatives set about through radio talkshows, newspapers, political organizations, 
and any other means possible to tarnish President Obama’s character and record. 
Everywhere we turned we encountered negative appraisals of the President and many 
lightworkers assumed that where there was smoke there was fire. 

Abandonment of the President proceeded at a rapid rate. Matthew described the task 
facing the President and the reasons for some of the actions that lightworkers did not 
approve of. I quote his analysis at length. It forms almost a history of that period. 

“Now then, while Illuminati control of mainstream media has cracked, it has not 
disintegrated sufficiently so that information they do not want you to know is 
reported; nor is the full truth given of situations they would like to keep completely 
quiet but cannot. And you can be certain that nothing is reported that reflects the 
concerns of lightworkers who are distressed because President Obama has 
entrusted vital responsibilities to persons known to be affiliated with Illuminati 
power bases and some of his decisions appear to be strengthening rather than 
weakening those bases. … 

“Certainly the highly-evolved soul that Obama is does not need our defense, and 
that is not what we are doing by explaining what he is dealing with. Our purpose in 
speaking of this is to state that not only is an individual’s balance disturbed by the 
energy of distress—or discontentment, disappointment, disillusionment, anger—
but also that energy goes forth and adds to the negativity Earth has to transmute 
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into light. Thus, far better than feeling negative emotions about what Obama 
appears to be doing is staying positively focused on the world as you want it to be. 

“So then what is he dealing with? In short, the incremental dismantling of the 
Illuminati worldwide network. As background on this pernicious ‘umbrella group,’ 
only the topmost members know the full extent of its infiltration into governments, 
banking, commerce, religions, education, media, science, entertainment—all 
bodies that most impact life in your world. Below those few peak individuals are 
the ones who control the many aspects of the global network. Each has general 
knowledge about the others but no detailed information about any operations 
except what he or she is in charge of. 

“The farther down the hierarchy a member is, the more secrecy enshrouds the 
reasons for the Illuminati’s very existence; and at the bottom are the many 
thousands who simply follow instructions without a glimmer of understanding what 
real purpose they are serving, somewhat like a 1000-piece jigsaw puzzle dumped 
out of the box—no piece is aware of the interconnectedness of all the pieces, 
much less suspect that altogether they form a whole picture. In the case of the 
Illuminati, that picture is sinister indeed.” (11) 

Matthew explains that it was only after his election that President Obama began to see a 
fuller picture of the task he faced in eliminating the controllers of American society from 
their positions of strength. 

“After assuming office, President Obama was briefed on information he had no 
way of knowing prior to that time, and to continue our analogy, each of the briefers 
had only a few puzzle pieces. Furthermore, Obama was faced with a dire global 
economic situation that purportedly started with ‘toxic’ mortgages in the United 
States, and he needed a knowledgeable, experienced team who could take 
immediate steps to prevent worldwide collapse. 

“The enormity of the Illuminati’s economic network is known in fullness only by the 
peak of that group, but by connecting puzzle pieces, Obama has become aware 
of that entanglement and the fortunes hidden in off-shore banks, but the total 
picture puzzle that will show how that money has been used to manipulate and 
dominate the world’s peoples has yet to be put together. 

“As difficult as it is to imagine the extent of organizational complexity that is the 
Illuminati’s base of power and influence, it is even more difficult to totally eliminate 
it. Discovery and legal means to rid the world of that insidious control are 
underway, and until all is in readiness, it would be foolhardy to make public those 
efforts. 

“Thus neither the Illuminati nor the Obama camp want their respective activities to 
become public knowledge, and the ‘transparency’ he promised in good faith must 
for a while longer be ‘behind-closed-doors’ instead. As the light continues steadily 
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intensifying and truths no longer can be hidden or denied, you will see the results 
of his wise course that in this moment seems to belie many of his campaign 
promises.” (12) 

On Feb. 14, 2010, Matthew told us he was aware of our doubts about the President and 
pointed to how much more he could see from his vantage point. 

“We know of the opinions that US President Obama is leading his country in the 
wrong direction, and we tell you that if only you could know how prudently and 
wisely he is moving behind the scenes to upset the entire Illuminati apple cart, 
instead of concerns about his direction, there would be rousing cheers.” (13) 

He cautioned us about the impact our negative thoughts could have on Obama and 
other lightworkers. 

“The larger purpose to be served by assuring you that Obama’s intentions are 
aligned with the light is of utmost importance. The energy of negative thoughts 
about his leadership and all other situations anywhere on Earth that are seen as 
worrisome is flowing out into your world and delaying effective resolutions to 
tumultuous happenings everywhere.” (14) 

On March 29, 2010, Matthew noted that “many of you still are questioning US President 
Obama’s motives or leadership abilities. Therefore we will speak briefly again about this 
highly evolved soul who all of you agreed prior to birth would be elected to that position 
and lead your world into an era of peace.” 

“We told you before the primary elections that he would become president, and 
everything we have said about him and his part of the Golden Age master plan in 
subsequent messages also is as accurate now as then.” (15) 

He agreed with David Willcock that the motive power the wall of criticism of the President 
came from Republicans and the Illuminati. He realized that lightworkers were 
abandoning the President, assuming that smoke meant fire. 

“While opposition to Obama’s direction from the Republicans in Congress en 
masse and some members of his own party too is public knowledge, the power 
behind the dissension—pressure from the Illuminati global web-work—is not. 
Except for readers of our messages and those from other sources within the light, 
it is not known that the vociferous and rancorous disagreements within the US 
government are not as they appear to be, a stubborn partisan bloc or inflexible 
ideological differences—it is the influence of the light and of the darkness being 
played out on the United States government stage.” (16) 

On Aug. 13, 2010, Matthew answered one of his readers who asked: “Are you still 
convinced that US President Obama is a highly evolved lighted soul who came from an 
advanced civilization to lead us into the Golden Age?” 
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“Yes! There is no reason for us or other messengers in high stations to doubt that, 
but we understand why some of you do. Assessments and conclusions can only 
be according to information available to you. You don’t have our vantage point in 
the universe or our information sources, and you have no way of knowing all the 
undercurrents that will be ushering in your new world.” (17) 

He repeated his warning about the damage being done by criticism of the President. 

“Doubt about Obama’s light-filled intentions is arming his opposition — that is why 
we urge you to withhold judgment and to envision him and your world in golden 
light. Negative thoughts and feelings about Obama’s leadership are reducing his 
ability to persuade his own government and other leaders to act in harmonious 
cooperation to achieve a peaceful world with shared wealth and well being for all. 
This is not his failing, but rather the law of attraction in operation — negativity 
aimed in any direction brings back to Earth more negative situations. 

“Along with vibrations intensifying the best and the worst of human traits, the law 
is producing divisiveness in politics, ideologies and philosophies that form all 
systems and organizations that regulate life in your world. Each side of any issue 
is blindly digging in its heels instead of giving an inch. But do not despair — that 
stubbornness to keep the status quo and to resist reform attempts is but one 
element in the picture whose full design soon will ‘come to light.’” (18) 

Immediately prior to the mid-term elections of the past year, Matthew explained why he 
could predict Obama’s election but not that of candidates in the mid-term elections. The 
reason is that Obama’s election was part of the Golden Age master plan and the others 
are not. 

“We do not know how next month’s elections in the United States will turn out, and 
it is logical to ask why since we could tell you even before the primaries that 
Obama would be that country’s new president. The difference is his presidency is 
part of the Golden Age master plan — you shall see that his formidable 
opposition’s delaying tactics and criticism will not deter him from accomplishing 
his light-filled mission — and the upcoming election results are not. The same is 
true of elections in other countries, and despite the energy poured into campaigns 
by candidates and their adamant supporters and wealthy contributors, partisan 
politics soon will start fading into history. 

“Far from their pledge to govern in the best interests of a united citizenry, most 
politicians promote contentiousness and separation, and those have no place in 
Earth’s Golden Age. So please do not be despondent if your ‘party’ or ‘candidate’ 
loses. If winners are of the light they will hold their seats and if they are not, their 
tenures will be short-lived. In stages during the time remaining before the onset of 
that glorious Age at the end of your year 2012, governments of every nation will 
become bodies that honorably and abundantly serve the interests of their people. 
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That transformation is not very far off — with everything in acceleration mode, 
linear time is passing faster and faster.” (19) 

On Dec. 17, 2009, Matthew took a great deal of time to review President Obama’s recent 
decisions and reassure his readers once again. Again I quote at length so that these 
views may be part of the public record. 

“Now then, we know that some of you are deeply disappointed about President 
Obama’s decision to send more troops to Afghanistan, which seems to be totally 
contrary to his having been chosen to receive the prestigious peace award. In this 
moment that may appear to be so, but in time you shall see that the committee’s 
selection is indeed most appropriate. 
 
“From his beginning days in office, Obama has been confronted with powerful 
opposition to his godly vision for his country and a world at peace, and while 
never wavering one iota from his ultimate intentions, he has had to make 
compromises and interim decisions that are not in consonance with his vision, 
with messages from his soul. 
  
“Ironically perhaps, the same energies that are inspiring gifts from the heart on an 
unprecedented scale also are causing those who are against all reforms to dig in 
their heels more stubbornly than ever; through bribery, blackmail or life-threats, 
the individuals who have woven the pernicious web of darkness still are calling 
many political shots. Obama and the members of Congress who share his vision 
will tenaciously pursue the liberation of their government from those self-serving 
ones who wish to keep it under their control. 

“This is not unique to the United States, it is happening in countries throughout 
your world. What is occurring behind the scenes within and among governments 
will result in triumph for all light-filled peoples, and the dark ones in ruling bodies 
and every other organization that impacts life on Earth will disappear. As 
planetary vibrations continue to rise, those ruthless manipulators will leave; their 
physical bodies cannot survive without the light that they refuse to accept, and the 
souls will go to worlds that correspond to their lifetime energy registration. 

“The soul essence of Obama is expressed in his words, and you may remember 
that he wisely said to believe in yourselves. When you eagerly ‘raised your hand,’ 
so to speak, you knew that you would experience the deception and corruption in 
politics, laws and the socio-economic strata, and you incarnated specifically to 
free your world from the destructive nature of that divisiveness and inequity.” (20) 

And on Jan. 15, 2011, Matthew again referred to the fact that Barack Obama hails from a 
spiritually-advanced civilization to assist Earth in the plan to unveil a Golden Age on 
Earth. 
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“US President Obama’s memorial address was transmitted to us from Earth’s 
monitors in Nirvana. We know the soul of this man, better than he knows himself, 
yet without his conscious awareness that he willingly left his spiritually advanced 
civilization to serve in the vanguard of the Golden Age master plan, his words on 
that memorial occasion were from his heart and soul in concert with all the 
heavenly hosts.” (21) 

Matthew Ward has steadfastly held that President Obama is “a major factor in the master 
plan.” 

“Some see his administration moving boldly in new directions, others see it 
following the same policies as the former administration, and still others see it 
acting on too many fronts without well-defined objectives. To all who regard with 
pessimism the decisions and actions thus far, we say: Wait and see! 

“Despite the formidable situations Obama inherited and the determined opposition 
of Illuminati members of Congress and those who are acting under that dark 
group’s influence, whether by bribery, blackmail or death threats to family, he will 
pursue his visionary course to benefit his nation and the world.” (22) 

I have learned to trust Matthew’s messages over the four years that I’ve listened to them. 
His estimation of Barack Obama is a major factor in my own support for the President. 

(Continued in Part 2.) 

Footnotes 

(1) See http://www.usavsus.info/. 

(2) See ”David Willcock Interviews Benjamin Fulford” at 
http://the2012scenario.com/2010/04/03/david-wilcock-interviews-benjamin-fulford. 

(3) David Wilcock to Marshall Dudley, email, Nov. 5, 2009. 

(4) Passage in which Ashtar speaks in “The Third of Three Letters from Commander 
Hatonn,” Share11 Yahoo discussion group, Aug. 5, 2009, at 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Share11/files/ 

(5) Matthew’s Message, July 4, 2008, at 
http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm 

(6) Matthew’s Message, Sept. 24, 2008. 

(7) Matthew’s Message, Oct. 22, 2008. 

(8) Matthew’s Message, Nov. 21, 2008. 
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Why Do I Support President Barack 
Obama? – Part 2/2 

 (Continued from Part 1) 

I realize that people new to this site or people who are not readers and do not believe in 
the existence of extraterrestrial humans will look with disbelief on me saying that I follow 
the messages of galactic visitors who are here to help Earth emerge from the control of a 
dark cabal. 

You may think I’m gullible and a flake. But I reply that I think that it is you who are behind 
the curve and may need to change your views within a few months, when disclosure and 
First Contact occur. 

Be that as it may, the galactic brothers and sisters who’ve been interacting with Earth for 
decades have saved us from depopulation, genocide, World War III, pandemics and 
tainted vaccines, the depredations of HAARP, false-flag or state terrorism and many 
other ills and crimes perpetrated on the population by the shadow states and Illuminati 
who’ve controlled this planet for millennia. 

Uniformly they praise the character and intentions of President Barack Obama. They see 
through the flood of negative criticism from the elite of this country to the qualities of the 
man himself and call him a spiritually-advanced soul capable of leading his country out of 
the Dark Ages and into the Light. I second their findings. 
 

Hatonn 

Hatonn is director of interdimensional communications and commander of a fleet for the 
flotilla of galactic ships that are here at this time to assist us with the events leading up to 
Dec. 21, 2012. On Oct. 10, 2010, Hatonn turned to the subject of the President in his 
contribution to Matthew Ward’s message of that date. Of President Obama, Hatonn said: 

“Generally speaking, people know US president Barack Obama only by what he 
says and what your media report. Most don’t have a clue about what goes on 
‘behind closed doors.’ You see stubborn partisan politics. 

 “We see Obama’s powerful enemies within and far beyond the government who 
are determined to smash to smithereens his attempts at reform. You see him 
looking worried and know some call him weak and say he’s leading his country in 
the wrong direction. We feel his pain as his efforts to improve the lives of all who 
are downtrodden are scuttled by a few self-servers. You see him trying to end 
foreign conflicts and think he should stay home and fix what’s wrong in his own 

http://the2012scenario.com/2011/02/barack-obama-hero-or-villain-2-2
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country. We feel his discouragement and exhaustion as the dark ones keep 
stirring up trouble to dash his efforts everywhere. 

“The folks you call ‘pundits’ speculate whether voters will give Obama a second 
term in office. We sing his praises for staying the course day after day! He has to 
deal with some of the very ones who threaten his life and his family’s, yet his 

intention to keep working for a peaceful world without 
poverty anywhere remains firm. You know that he and 
his family are protected by the Christed light grid around 
them, but Obama doesn’t know that.  

“You know that he is a major part of the Golden Age 
master plan, but he doesn’t know that. He acts on his 
convictions, principles, aspirations and innate 
experience as an honored leader in a highly-evolved 
civilization who agreed to serve Earth in the most 
demanding position on the planet. If everyone could 
know this soul as we do, all the doubts and carping 
about him would come to a screeching halt and you 
would thank God for this man’s courage, wisdom, 
spiritual and moral integrity and his willingness to 
persevere! 

Alleged depiction of Cdr. Hatonn 
 
“You know that your thoughts create what happens in your life, in your world, and 
everything you do affects everything else in this universe. So if any of you are 
among the carpers and doubters, stop that and start helping Obama to succeed! 
He’s working for you — do the same for him, yourselves, your world and our 
universe! You don’t have to become political activists. Just keep your hearts and 
minds in the right place and help others do it too. We’re in the trenches with you 
and we need your help—we have more than enough hindrance from the dark 
ones on Earth! 

“I know I’ve sounded harsh, but sometimes people don’t respond until it’s ‘tough 
love’ time, and it is with love for you that I’ve spoken. And not just for myself and 
my people. I’m representing countless others who feel the same but don’t have a 
forum like this to express it. (1) 

On Nov. 15, 2010, slightly over a month after the communication reproduced above, 
Hatonn said that President Obama had been made aware of the protection extended to 
him and his family and of the plan for Ascension. He told the author in an email via 
channel Suzy Ward: 

“Obama now knows we have him covered and he can proceed without fear for his 
family’s safety and his own. Media report what they are told, of course, but the 
truth is, now that he knows Earth’s ascension timetable, he’s negotiating with 

http://the2012scenario.com/2010/08/starchild-skull-found-in-mexico-determined-to-be-extraterrestrial/hatonn-2/
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powers that be either personally or via safe communication channels to shut down 
Illuminati strongholds in his country, Europe and the Orient.” (2) 

So Hatonn is unequivocal in his support for President Obama, whom he sees as an 
integral part and player in the unfoldment of the Divine Plan for Earth’s Ascension on or 
before Dec. 21, 2010. 

SaLusa and His Colleagues 

SaLuSa says of himself that “I along with my companions represent the Galactic 
Federation where contact with you is concerned.” (3) SaLuSa speaks “more as the 
collective voice for our group, while the Galactic Federation have many individuals 
making contact all over the world.” (4) 

SaLuSa and his colleagues express complete confidence in President Obama. He tells 
us that Obama is the galactics’ man, their choice, for the job of leading the so-called free 
world out of bondage to the cabal. 

 “Great responsibility lies with President Obama to trigger 
a number of changes that will lead to major ones that 
provide real answers to your mounting problems. He has 
our full backing and is as you might say ‘our man’ and he 
has as intended emerged at the right time to carry you 
beyond the plans of the Illuminati.” (5) 

While many detractors say that Obama is continuing 
Bush’s policy, or indeed is worse than Bush, SaLuSa’s 
colleague, Ker-On of Venus, disputes this. 

“The bullish approach of your last administration is to be 
replaced, with one of friendship and desire to broker 
peace throughout the world. It will come as the people 
exercise their power, and demand their rights to live in 
total peace and harmony.” (6) 

 
Supposed depiction of SaLuSa 
 

SaLuSa also disputes it, telling us something that echoes what Hatonn said earlier: 
“Already he is making overtures to foreign powers that would otherwise be considered 
enemies of the Western World. 

“Obama seeks peace instead of hostilities, and knows that he must build trust 
where previously there was nothing but confrontation. Humanity is being offered 

http://the2012scenario.com/2010/10/the-importance-of-disclosure-part-13/salusa-3/
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the opportunity to consign the past to your history books, and broker a new 
understanding between each other that leads to friendship and cooperation.” (7) 

SaLuSa believes that Barack Obama is the leader who can subdue the Illuminati. On 
Feb. 9, 2010, he said: 

“For many years the Illuminati have used their power to manipulate other 
countries’ affairs. It has been done through covert actions, so that their influence 
can bring about changes beneficial to them. The populace, who react against 
such illegal actions and interference in their sovereignty, knows the truth. We ask 
you, Dear Ones, who causes insurrection in the first place? 

“Many of you understand such situations, and you look for a leader who will take 
note of your desire for peace with all nations. We will say again that you have a 
wonderful soul named Barack Obama, and he is clear in his mind as to what he 
wants to do given the opportunity. With your continued support he will galvanize 
people into action, and set the path towards a peaceful world.” (8) 

SaLuSa tells us that the President is surrounded by dark souls. 

“President Obama is surrounded by the dark Ones but nevertheless able to make 
some progress, and will continue to lay down the foundation for his final years of 
office. His best work is still to come and he is well aware of his destiny to lead the 
people out of the darkness. He is a highly spiritual soul, and will with our help and 
protection work with us to speedily transform your experiences, into ones of 
happiness and release from the draconian laws that rule your lives”. (9) 

He outlines the slow, patient work Obama is doing to bring down the Illuminati: 

“It will be a gradual reversal of what has gone before, and President Obama is 
already busy arranging the legal presentation that is necessary. It cannot be 
undone overnight, but will gather momentum very soon.” (10) 

“You will see that he has played a patient game to take his opportunity to unseat 
the dark Ones, and he will use all of his authority to do so. Timing is the essence 
of success, and that is something we have often stressed.” (11) 

SaLuSa tells us that the Galactic Federation’s main attention is given to the U.S. and that 
echoes Hatonn’s assertion that the galactics protect President Obama until such time as 
he is able to exercise full power. 

“Our main focus is on the U.S.A. as it is from here that the lead must be given to 
the rest of the world. We see a President who has great potential and is spiritually 
sincere, but has not yet been able to wield the power that is his prerogative. He 
will bide his time until circumstances allow him to strike out, and we shall protect 
him against attacks on his person. Leading the Light is setting up a challenge that 
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the dark forces fear, as it will bring people together as never before and they shall 
demand release from their hold.” (12) 

In the later days of Obama’s administration, his actions will be firm and decisive. 

“There are days to come when at a single stroke the U.S. President shall astound 
his critics by the changes he will authorize. No President of late has been one 
specifically chosen by the people, and therefore his decisions will reflect that 
aspect of his appointment. 

“He is in any event, a highly-motivated soul bringing much wisdom and authority 
with him. He has a great responsibility thrust upon his shoulders, but is equal to 
the task.” (13) 

But, he says, our support is crucial: 

“Support for the new look way of governing is vital; as the dark forces will do all 
they can to disrupt its progress. Read carefully into reports that twist Obama’s 
words, as much disinformation will be circulated. Be intuitive, and measure the 
soul that is Obama by his intentions as expressed with wisdom and love for all 
people. 

“He is charged with a task that holds the future of Mankind in its grasp, and it must 
not, and cannot fail. His emergence is one that the people of the world can take 
credit for, as your prayers and longing for a trusted and worthy leader to make 
peace a reality has been answered.” (14) 

Our faith will be amply repaid, according to SaLuSa: 

“There is a chorus of unsettled people who have already lost patience with 
President Obama, but look for the positive signs and allow for slow progress until 
he can draw about him the right team. The future of your world lies with him, and it 
is support and not criticism that is needed.” 

“Your faith in him will not be found wanting, but make allowances for the task that 
lies ahead. He will not fail, and we are his assurance of successfully coming 
through this period.” (15) 

I myself regard Matthew Ward, Hatonn, and SaLuSa as the most credible among the 
sources representing the Earth’s spiritual hierarchy and the cosmos’ Galactic Federation. 
Their estimation of President Obama is glowing and their support of him has been 
unfailing. 

Their support for the President being unequivocal, so is mine. The attempts of the cabal 
to bury the President in a flood of criticism have lost him much support even among 
lightworkers but in the end they shall not deter or defeat the President. 
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Bam the Man who can Dazzle and Dance 

Originally published on Galactic Roundtable, March 19, 2009. 

Notice that you haven’t had the usual photo op of the President sitting down with his 
cabinet for a first meeting? 

Notice the President doesn’t even have a cabinet? Least not when I last looked. 

Notice that he spends his time flying around the country, making speeches to the public 
several times a week? 

But notice as well that Bam the Man signed a large number of executive orders his very 
first day in office? 

Who’s governing the nation? 

Could it be the White Knights? Could it be they who prepared those many executive 
orders for signing on his first day in office? And could their efficient backstage running of 
the show be the reason why Bam only talks and never meets? 

Could they be his “shadow cabinet”? 

Could we be watching a President without a reason for producing his real program (apart 
from dispensing money) because he knows that we’re just a hop, skip and a jump away 
from a clean sweep of the bad guys and there’s no sense starting now what he could not 
finish once that sweep begins? 

I love to hear him talk. And I know (or perhaps I believe) that abundance is only a little 
while away so I can afford to be patient, sit back and watch him do his old soft-shoe. 

But I wonder when people will wake up to the fact that he is a leader without a 
government? That whatever has happened has happened miraculously, without cabinet 
approval and with few appointed officials? 

When they start squirming, how will he explain what increasingly looks like the longest 
political prologue in history? 

“My First 100 Days,” by Bam, the man who can dazzle and dance. 
 


